SHARK TOILET ROLL TUBE!

Feel like getting crafty? Why not have a go at making an amazing shark out of a simple toilet roll tube!

Materials needed:
- Toilet paper tube
- Scissors
- Grey paint
- Card
- Paintbrush
- Glue
- Black felt tip pen
- Googly eyes

1. Cut a triangle shape into one end of the toilet paper tube to form the mouth.
2. Using the piece of card, cut out two pectoral fins for the side of the shark and a dorsal fin shape for the top of the shark. You will also need to cut out a long tail, making sure that the tail is the same depth as the toilet roll, as shown in the picture.
3. Paint the tube, tail and fins grey and leave them to dry (you will need to paint the fins and tail on both sides).
4. Cut two triangle shapes out of white card and make sure they each fit nicely into the top and bottom of the mouth. Cut some little triangles along two edges of each piece of card to form the teeth. Once the tube is dry, glue the teeth to the inside of the shark’s mouth and bend the teeth inwards.
5. Make a small slit along the top of the shark and one at either side (make sure they are the same width as the fins). Slide the fins into place.
6. Slide the tail into the back end of the shark.
7. Draw 5 gills on each side of the shark using the black felt tip and glue on googly eyes!

Did you know that sharks never run out of teeth? They can go through up to 30,000 teeth in their whole lifetime!